Modelling centrifugal partition chromatography separation behavior to characterize influencing hydrodynamic effects on separation efficiency.
In addition to the selection or adjustment of phase systems to gain a suitable partition coefficient for the target molecule, the separation efficiency in centrifugal partition chromatography (CPC) is strongly influenced by the hydrodynamic interactions of the mobile and the stationary phase in the chambers. Thus, the hydrodynamic interactions must be investigated and understood in order to enhance a CPC separation run. Different hydrodynamic effects like mass transfer, back mixing and the non-ideal behavior of stationary phase, which cannot be determined directly, are known, but quantifying these effects and their influence on separation performance is barely achieved. In order to understand their influence, a physically detailed mathematical model of a CPC chamber was developed. The model includes a parameter representing the hydrodynamic effects mentioned above and is able to determine the parameters significance by fitting them to separation experiment data. The acquired knowledge is used to correlate the effects of the hydrodynamic influences on the separation performance and can be used to forecast hydrodynamic and separation behavior in a CPC device.